Item 9 Policy Development Update – information only
Recommendation
This is for information only and Members are asked to just note the progress being made.
1. Introduction
1.1

Members will recall the Town Council entered into a 5-year contract with Peninsula for them
to act as our HR advisers.

1.2

A key benefit of this arrangement would be the provision of a suite of current up to date “off
the shelf” HR policies that can then be adapted/tailored for TTC use.

1.3

A list of proposed policies to be implemented was bought to the last Emergency Committee
Meeting together with a schedule of likely implementation for each of the policies specified.

2. Current position
2.1

3
3.1

We have now started to download their standard documents and are now working on topping
and tailing these as well as reviewing the content and considering whether we need to tailor
these in any way. Susan is leading on this work in between day to day priorities.
Extent of task and Benefit if Peninsula
In order for Members to appreciate what Peninsula brings to the table, as well as the size of
the task, listed below are some of the core policies, and by no means all. Some of these are
short but others not – see example Appendix 1 of “Additional Policies and Procedures” which
incorporate several separate policies as well.
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Forms and Guidance

4.1 Part of the Peninsula package also includes a set of guides and forms that we will be able to adapt
to TTC requirements.
4.2 Two of these relate to a formal appraisal system that will need to be considered in detail by the
Staffing Committee in due course
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Additional Guidance

5.1 In starting to look at the extent of pre-packed guides and information available a suite of GDPR
documentation is also available as reference and once all Policy work has been completed, it is
proposed that a review of the Town Councils GDPR compliance is also carried out.
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